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THE NEED AND NOVELTY OF THE DATA BASE.

The ageing of nuclear structures is a process which is of special interest because of the
extended service life of these structures and the potential impact their deterioration can have upon
the safety and reliability of the operation of nuclear facilities. Such structures include nuclear
power plant concrete containments designed to separate the reactor and other systems from the
outside environment, internal support structures, spent fuel bays, etc.

Although a large variety of data bases exist or are being created in the scientific world,
in the field of concrete and concrete structures they address material properties in general and
do not focus on material performance.

In 1992 an initiative was taken by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in
Vienna in collaboration with Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.-CANDU (AECL-C) to create a data
base dedicated to gathering information on how nuclear concrete structures perform with time.
This time the focus is not on properties but on performance i.e. the effect of AGEING and how
it impacts on the way structures perform with time under service conditions. Such a data base
can be a valuable tool for the design engineer to select the most appropriate materials and for the
operating engineer to monitor the performance of a structure and plan maintenance programs or
repairs. Considering the service life of concrete nuclear structures which may have to exceed 100
years for containments or 500 years for underground repositories, the importance of this data base
becomes even more obvious.

Moreover, while the interest in the ageing of ordinary concrete structures is mostly
STRUCTURAL, i.e. deterioration of the structural capacity to withstand loads, for nuclear
structures a concern also exist for FUNCTIONAL ageing, i.e. deterioration of their leak tightness.
The latter, negligible in the case of buildings, bridges and even concrete tanks and containers,
is of utmost importance for the concrete containment of a nuclear power plant, for reason
explained earlier, and thus is addressed in this data base.

To achieve the above objective, the IAEA have launched a survey of all nuclear power
plants around the world which will ensure that the data base will incorporate the latest, world
wide experience in the field.
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the data base will be to:

(i) obtain an understanding of the ageing mechanism and impact

The structural ageing mechanism is sufficiently well known but the impact upon various
structures will depend on the governing design criteria. For ordinary structures, like building or
bridges, the concrete members are designed to allow the concrete in the tension zone to crack
in order for the reinforcing to become fully effective. However cracks are not acceptable on
some of the concrete nuclear structures even if the structural integrity is ensured. This will create
a different condition for ageing than normal concrete structures and will achieve different effects
on component performance.

In addition, the functional ageing mechanism, specific to nuclear components like concrete
containments or spent fuel bays, which can result in the gradual loss leak tightness, needs to be
better understood.

(ii) quantify the ageing effect vs. time

The data base will permit establishment of ageing curves for each component, which
could then be used to assess their state of health and predict their residual service life.

(iii) establish average values and trends

Collection of a large number of data for the same type of ageing factor and same type of
component, will make it possible to define ageing curves and trend values. These could then be
compared with those of a specific component and determine ahead of time if the component is
ageing more rapidly, if there is a problem, its nature and how to address it.

METHODOLOGY

(i) Technical Specification.

A technical specification was developed by IAEA with a panel of experts, setting the
ground rules for data collection, selection, processing, use, quality assurance, etc.

(ii) Statistics.

The data base will be based upon the collection of a sufficiently large number of data to
make possible the establishment of average figures according to statistical practices.

(iii) Three party collaboration.

The undertaking of this task involves three parties:
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-the Contributors, which are the nuclear utilities which supply the data,
-the Custodian, the organization which keeps and manages the data base
-the Participants, the organizations approved to use the data base

(iv) Agreement

Specific plant data may be regarded as sensitive by the Contributors. Thus the
confidentiality of the source has to be ensured. Rules to this effect will be documented and form
part of an Agreement, to be signed and observed by all parties.

SOURCE OF DATA.

Most of the data will be provided by the nuclear utilities based upon the world wide
survey initiated by IAEA. This information about structures operating under actual in-service
conditions will be more realistic than data generated under laboratory conditions since the
laboratory data is generally based upon accelerated ageing tests which could distort the results.

Where needed, in-service data will be supplemented with R&D data. Additional data will
also be sought, if applicable, from other existing data bases of nuclear or non-nuclear facilities.

SELECTION CRITERIA.

IAEA's methodology of ageing management which will be followed consists of selection
of data relating to the maintenance of physical barriers important to the safety of operation. In
the case of concrete structures this represents structures with a containment/confinement role.

The above safety criterion and economic considerations were the basis for component
classification into four categories:

(i) those important to safety/reliability and which are irreplaceable
(ii) as above and difficult or expensive to replace
(iii) as above and replaceable
(iv) others

DATA BASE SPECIFICATION.

The data base specification elaborated for this purpose addresses the following aspects:

(i) the data collection and qualification

Since data for inclusion in the data base will come from various countries, rules are
provided for the preparation of the data by the Contributor and the qualification by the Custodian,
i.e. format, standards and unit to be used, etc, in order to achieve consistency, thus international
acceptance. A level of confidence will be assigned to each data at the time of qualification by
the Custodian.
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(ii) the data base format

In the process of developing the data base, three levels of data bases will be produced:
(1) raw data, as received from the Contributors, (2) data evaluated and qualified by the
Custodian, and (3) data ready for use.

(iii) the data verification, processing and validation.
Rules are defined for the Custodian who will receive raw data and will have to convert them into
their final form for inclusion in the data base.

(iv) the data base usage.

Rules and conditions are provided for the right of accessing and using the data base by
the Participants, in order to ensure the confidentiality of the source and prevent misuse. The
Participants will have to sign an Agreement documenting these aspects.

(v) the data base maintenance.

Rules are provided for the Custodian on how to keep, expand and update the data base. A form
of feed-back will be defined between the Custodian and the Participants.

Other chapters of the specification cover rules for the quality assurance, data distribution
and protection, for the software and hardware and the user's manual.

AGEING SPECIFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS.

Consistent with the prime objective of the data base i.e. to address the process of ageing,
a number of parameters have been selected which could best define the process and its impact
on the concrete and concrete structures. This selection was based upon an understanding of the
degradation agents and mechanism, an extensive literature search and results obtained by
researchers.

The following type of degradations were selected for the first reporting phase: weathering,
leaching, chemical attack, corrosion, irradiation and elevated temperature.

As mechanisms of ageing, the following were selected: carbonation, chloride penetration,
cracking, permeability, creep, shrinkage, freeze/thaw and the alkali aggregate reaction.

Beside the collection of data describing deterioration, data will also be collected and
incorporated in the data base regarding methods used to detect deterioration and the rehabilitation
procedures, i.e. inspection/monitoring programs, repair methods, protection/mitigation methods
applied and results obtained. This will help define the most effective method for each case and
also provide a reference procedure.

BENEFITS.

Once the Agreement is signed between the users (Participants) and the Custodian of the
Data Base, each Participant will be able to electronically access the data base from a remote



location, through an existing network which will connect all nuclear stations, e.g. the existing
WANO network.

The data will be used to establish ageing curves and make predictions regarding the
expected performance of the concrete components, e.g. the leak tightness of the containment, or
the residual service life.

It will also be possible to anticipate deteriorations due to ageing, and allow a utility to
plan ahead of time the necessary repairs, minimizing cost and interruption of operation.

The data base, which collects the world wide experience, will provide the most
appropriate and proven repair methods for each case.

It will permit a comparison of component ageing with average values and decide on
actions to be taken to mitigate the ageing effect.

Finally, the state of health and expected residual life which could be worked out with the
help of the data base, could be used to support the renewal of a plant operating licence.
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